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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Institute of Education Press at University College London organised a conference on 

“Radical Ideas to Transform Ofsted” on 28 March 2018.  It was attended by about 75 

practising teachers from state Primary and Secondary schools and from Sixth Form Colleges 

and the Further Education sector, as well as former HMI/Ofsted inspectors, academics, 

representatives from teachers’ unions, educational consultants, policy specialists and 

teacher educators.  The suggestions - to transform Ofsted – made during the day and in the 

feedback forms returned by attendees are here summarised: 

1. There was consensus across the four sectors represented at the conference that the 

grading system should be removed and replaced with more professional dialogue, 

based on mutual respect and trust. 

2. Ofsted should focus on reporting on the overall quality of education, the current 

state of the system, and national surveys of particular topics such as teachers’ and 

students’ mental health/wellbeing or the experiences of discrimination faced by 

BME teachers and managers. 

3. As the need for Ofsted’s regulatory role decreases, its developmental role should 

expand and be prioritised. 

4. There was general support for Ofsted to adopt the approach of Appreciative Inquiry, 

which begins with agreeing, celebrating and extending a school’s strengths before 

turning to deal with its weaknesses. 
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5. Ofsted’s reports need to reflect the complexity of educational organisations and 

become more informative, developmental and tentative.  They need to be written in 

clear English that can be understood by parents and describe a school’s context, 

strengths and areas for improvement, with guidance on who needs to do what. 

6. Ofsted’s reports would command more trust and respect if they included details of 

the size of the sample, its representativeness, the number of lessons observed and 

for how long, as well as assessments of the reliability and validity of the judgements 

made. 

7. Inspection needs to be more democratic.  Ofsted should share power with 

educators, governors, parents and members of the local community by negotiating 

the criteria by which they are to be judged and publishing their response to the 

inspection alongside the official report.  We need to re-establish a system of national 

and local inspection, with revitalised Local Authorities given the funds to reappoint 

education advisers to work hand in glove with HMIs.  The appointment of a link 

inspector and a college nominee as a full member of the inspection team would 

ensure a more equal partnership between the inspectorate and the teaching 

profession. 

8. Ofsted needs to make more allowance for the circumstances in which schools in 

disadvantaged areas operate by paying explicit attention to such factors as an 

organisation’s location, history, catchment area, intake and budget.  Such schools 

also suffer from higher staff turnover and greater difficulties in recruitment. 
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9. Given the overall improvements in the system and the severe reduction in Ofsted’s 

budget, its regulatory role should concentrate on the 10 per cent of schools 

evaluated as “inadequate” or “requiring improvement”. 

10. Inspectors need to be specialists in the subject, context or phase they are evaluating. 

11. Safeguarding and Prevent are issues better dealt with via external audit and 

compliance procedures. 

12. The roles of Ofsted and the Regional Schools Commissioners need to be clarified and 

the regions for which they are responsible need to be co-terminous. 

13. Ofsted should be given the power to inspect Multiple Academy Trusts. 

14. Senior Managers at Ofsted need to severely prune the vast amount of performance 

data currently demanded of schools and insist that inspectors on the ground observe 

this restriction, thus allowing tutors to meet the needs of students rather than those 

of inspectors.  The perceived requirement to be “inspection ready” at all times 

creates the need for constant documentary evidence which consumes the time and 

efforts of staff. 

15. Ofsted needs a completely independent complaints body with the power to change 

judgements and make binding recommendations. 

16. The draft version of Ofsted’s new Framework of Inspection should be put out to 

consultation. 

17. Ofsted has a duty to report on the overall quality of education, its major successes as 

well as its major failures and the dangers facing the system such as the crisis in 
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teacher recruitment and retention.  It must have the remit and the courage to 

criticise government policy where it is failing and to commend it where it is 

successful. 

18. It is in the interest of every student, every teacher and every educational 

organisation that a reformed Ofsted should succeed. 

 

SHARE THIS REPORT 

May I encourage you to share and discuss this report with students, teachers, governors, 

parents, education officers, inspectors and anyone interested in education with the aim of 

creating a public debate about Ofsted and its new Framework of Inspection. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper I am not attempting to summarise the presentations and discussions held at 

the conference called “Radical Ideas to Transform Ofsted”.  This will not be a blow-by-blow 

account of what happened on that day nor will I attribute ideas and contributions to 

individuals; and to keep the text as clean and short as possible, no references will be made 

to the research literature, although a brief list of further reading is appended.  Instead I have 

restricted myself to the positive suggestions which were made and provide brief justification 

for them in order to keep within the spirit of the occasion which was to offer constructive 

criticism and advice to Ofsted, which is planning to introduce a new Framework of 

Inspection in September 2019. 

This report is also based on the talks given by the seven speakers, the feedback forms 

returned by attendees and subsequent correspondence; and on my reflections and those of 

the four chairs of the discussion groups (Primary, Secondary, Sixth Form College and Further 

Education).  Two drafts were sent out to all the participants at the conference for comment.  

A good many positive suggestions were received and incorporated into this final version, 

and the revised document will now be presented to Ofsted.  As participants will remember, 

Sean Harford, National Director of Ofsted, agreed at the conference to meet me and the 

four chairs to discuss Ofsted’s response to this document.  I undertake to report the 

outcome of that meeting to all concerned.  Delegates also firmly supported the view that a 

draft version of Ofsted’s new Framework should be put out to consultation before the final 

version is published. 
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Given the wide range of views presented at the conference, there is no attempt here to 

capture all shades of opinion but rather to offer the majority view and at times that of 

significant minorities.  For the sake of brevity, the term “school” will be used and will refer 

to primary and secondary schools as well as sixth form and Further Education (FE) colleges.  

The latter term will be used if something specific about FE is meant. 

2. WHY CHANGE IS NECESSARY 

Ofsted now claims that 90% of schools in England are either “good” or “outstanding”.  If 

that is so, why do we still need a heavy, top-down super-structure of inspection?  Would it 

not be more sensible and educationally desirable for Ofsted to concentrate on the 10% of 

schools evaluated as either “requiring improvement” or “inadequate”, particularly given the 

severe reduction in its budget at a time when its remit continues to expand?  Indeed, only 

1.5% of schools are now labelled “inadequate”.  Such a change in focus would enable Ofsted 

to offer regular support to the consistently weakest performers and those who show a slow 

or rapid dip in performance, while continuing a light touch monitoring of the rest.  This 

move would help to align Ofsted’s remit with its declining resource; its budget has been cut 

from £210 million in 2010 to £130 million in the current year, a 38% reduction which is 

probably nearer to 48% in real terms.  One of the dangers of such stringent cuts is that more 

and more reliance will be placed on performance data and little else, which places even 

greater demands on teachers.  Ofsted could end up assessing the quality of a school’s data 

rather than that of its teaching. 

There are other powerful reasons to recommend change.  Since Ofsted was established in 

1992, the educational system has matured, partly because of Ofsted’s interventions, but 
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mainly because the teaching profession has become more confident, knowledgeable and 

effective.  School leaders have established their own internal monitoring systems, they track 

pupils’ progress, they observe lessons and they scrutinise books.  More and more schools 

have become adept at self-evaluation, are aware of their strengths and weaknesses and 

they have become more accountable to governors and parents.  An increasing number of 

schools are now involved in schemes of peer review and school-to-school support.  Those 

who participate in Challenge Partners1, for example, are annually reviewed by a model 

which is arguably both more exacting and more developmental than Ofsted’s.  In short, 

some would claim that the educational system in England is well advanced down the road to 

becoming self-improving. 

A major change in Ofsted’s role would also allow it to focus on reporting on the overall 

quality of education, on the current state of the system, and on national surveys of critical 

topics such as teachers’ and students’ mental health/well-being or the percentage of black 

and minority ethnic tutors in promoted posts and their experiences of discrimination.  

Senior management at Ofsted also need to help to ease the current crisis in the recruitment 

and retention of teachers by severely pruning the vast amount of data currently demanded 

from schools, and they need to get their inspectors on the ground to observe this 

restriction, thus allowing teachers to meet the needs of students rather than those of 

inspectors.  Similarly, the perceived requirement to be “inspection ready” at all times 

involves staff in constantly producing documentary evidence which diverts them from 

                                                            
1 Challenge Partners is an education charity through which schools collaborate to improve each other.  It has a 

network of 350 schools organised into regional hubs. 
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teaching students.  High stakes accountability systems need to be replaced by intelligent 

accountability which promotes a culture of learning. 

Some of the unrelenting pressure on classroom teachers comes, however, not from Ofsted, 

but from Senior Management Teams internalising such a fear of Ofsted that they keep their 

colleagues under constant surveillance.  The internalised Ofsted inspector is often more 

demanding than the real one. 

3. OFSTED’S PURPOSE AND REMIT 

What is the core purpose of Ofsted?  Is it to regulate the system or improve it or do both?  

And if both, is there not a danger of muddle and confusion?  This issue was widely debated 

and the majority view was that, as the need for Ofsted’s regulatory role decreases, its 

developmental role should expand and be prioritised.  In brief, Ofsted should become a 

force for improvement and development and not, as it is too often seen, a punitive arm of 

government seeking to enforce compliance with the latter’s policies.  For example, many 

teachers perceive the link between the label of “inadequate” and forced academisation as 

proof of collusion between Ofsted and government; and Ofsted has to deal with these 

perceptions.  Nor are these perceptions based on wild speculation or political naiveté.  

Teachers, challenged for evidence of political interference, point to the switch from Ofsted 

promoting “equality and diversity” to “British values” and the Prevent programme; and to 

the close resemblance between the narrower, more formal approach to teaching proposed 

for reception classes by Ofsted’s report Bold Beginnings (2017) and the ideology of the 

present Conservative government.  Perhaps these examples are evidence of inspectors 
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offering up what they think ministers want.  Ofsted continues to claim it is independent; it 

reports to Parliament via the Education Select Committee. 

 A number of participants also commented on the current overlap and confusion between 

the roles of Ofsted and of the Regional Schools Commissioners (RSCs).  Their roles need to 

be clarified, and the regions for which they are responsible need to be co-terminus.  The 

recent comments of Damian Hinds, the Secretary of State for Education, will help:  

“Commissioners commission.  Ofsted inspectors inspect.  Which means no more RSC 

initiated visits than can feel like inspections…” (Speech to NAHT conference, May 4 2018). 

Ofsted also needs to play to one of its strengths – the credibility of its HMIs and increasingly 

of its Ofsted inspectors; and that credibility relies principally on their ability to help teachers 

to become better at teaching.  Ofsted has increased trust by employing senior teachers as 

inspectors, but for it to be enhanced, classroom and workshop tutors with recent and 

relevant experience of vocational subjects are needed to inspect FE.  Similarly, it is not 

acceptable for an inspector who only speaks English to inspect modern languages, and 

especially local community languages.  Inspectors need to be specialists in the subject, 

context or phase they are evaluating; and it is no longer acceptable for the new Framework 

to be developed with schools in mind and then to be applied to non-school sectors.  The 

current Framework is not applicable to workplace learning; and comparisons with the 

success rate of students in schools sitting GCSE English and maths cannot be made with 

students in FE colleges resitting these subjects after failing them for 11 years at school. 

Safeguarding has come to assume high prominence in inspections and it was widely thought 

that this issue could be better dealt with via external audit and compliance procedures. 
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4. ABOLISH THE GRADING SYSTEM 

The current grading system is not much of an improvement on Evelyn Waugh’s four grades 

of Leading School, First-rate School, Good School and School.  Schools are highly complex, 

sophisticated social organisations whose multi-faceted work is not captured by the four 

crude labels – “outstanding”, “good”, “requires improvement” and “inadequate” – and so 

they should be abandoned.  This is particularly true of the new, “mega” or “super” FE 

colleges, which have been formed from the merger of two or more colleges, and can now 

consist of up to 40,000 students and over 40 departments which vary from Hairdressing to 

History and from Plumbing to Psychology.  It is a statistical nonsense to attach a single 

adjective to such mammoth structures.  Ofsted cannot claim to be offering fair and accurate 

judgements if it continues with this unjustifiable practice. 

It is, however, just as inappropriate to label primary schools “outstanding” or “inadequate”, 

when research has shown that teachers within the same school vary markedly in 

effectiveness.  Complexity must be responded to with complexity.  Evaluations need to be 

more subtle, more nuanced, more tentative and more informative than four simplistic 

adjectives can ever convey. 

In defence of these labels, it was argued at the conference that parents like them.  Well, 

parents like the two adjectives “outstanding” and “good” but tend to object strongly if their 

local school is labelled “requires improvement” or “inadequate”.  Others thought that 

Ofsted should move to a binary system with a variety of terms being suggested:  either 

“competent”/”not competent”; or “effective”/”not effective”; or “meets/does not meet the 

standard”; or “fit/unfit to practise”.  But if a four-point grading scale is considered too 
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crude, surely a move to a two-point scale is cruder still?  Better to do away with all 

superficial judgements which do serious injustice to the complexities and variable 

effectiveness within an organisation. 

There is already some evidence in the system that scrapping grades has a beneficial effect.  

Dropping the grading of lesson observations has led in many schools to a more 

developmental process whereby pedagogy is widely discussed and tested and the repertoire 

of teachers is thereby extended.  Abandoning grades for institutions could prove to be 

similarly profitable. 

5. ADOPT THE APPROACH OF APPRECIATIVE INQUIRY (AI)2 

Foreign commentators on the English education system remark on how our teachers discuss 

inspection as something done to them rather than something done with them.  

Accountability is seen as essentially punitive.  It does not have to be like this and AI offers a 

viable, positive alternative, where the focus is on where a school is most alive and at its 

best.  In other words, AI is an approach that begins with acknowledging, celebrating and 

extending a school’s strengths.  Only when a constructive dialogue, based on mutual respect 

and trust, has been established between teachers and inspectors does the conversation turn 

to dealing with weaknesses.  Deep, professional dialogue would replace grading and would 

counteract Ofsted’s propensity to be too data driven. 

So, for example, a school’s leaders may claim that it is good at inclusion, at maths for 

students resitting GCSEs and monitoring the progress of individual students.  The evidence 

                                                            
2 AI is, briefly, an approach to organizational change that begins by appreciating the best of what is, moves on 

to imagining a better future, designs what that future will be in detail and finally empowers everyone to create 

that desired future.  It has been used extensively and successfully in business and in education. 
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for these claims would then be examined by inspectors and, if accepted, the aim would be 

to spread the success with maths to English with students resitting GCSEs. 

In this way AI builds on the strengths of a school rather than humiliating it publicly for its 

weaknesses.  It makes a conscious choice to study the best of a school, what could be called 

its “positive core”.  The public recognition and extension of strengths build up sufficient 

confidence to tackle weaknesses. If Ofsted were to adopt this approach, inspectors, 

governors, teachers and students would jointly negotiate an improvement plan; internally 

generate the knowledge of how to bring these improvements about; and share the 

responsibility to ensure the improvements were successfully enacted.  The complexities of 

teacher-pupil interactions can never be captured by data and AI would enable Ofsted to 

adopt a qualitative approach to more than complement the quantitative. 

The AI approach has much in common with John Braithwaite’s “responsive regulation”, 

which always begins with identifying what supports a school needs, and only applies 

sanctions when the former do not work.  The basic premise is that teachers can be trusted 

and are willing to enhance their teaching.  The experience of using this method in business 

and in education has been that trust leads to co-operation and improvement, whereas 

threats undermine goodwill.  As with AI, responsive regulation identifies strengths, builds on 

them and expands them to absorb weaknesses. 

If a school is judged “inadequate”, the local community suffers as much as the senior staff, 

classroom teachers and students; and the local community is usually needed to help pick up 

the pieces.  So it would be appropriate for Ofsted to ask the local community:  what makes 

this a good school?  What is it most proud of?  What are its core values and aspirations?  
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What are the areas where this school could improve?  And what would it like to be judged 

on?  Using this approach would help to secure teachers’ engagement and motivation to 

change.  Indeed it would leave teachers more motivated and enthusiastic than before which 

is not an outcome commonly associated with Ofsted’s negative judgements. 

6. INSPECTION NEEDS TO BE MORE DEMOCRATIC 

Ofsted should operate with the principle of subsidiarity by which decisions are always taken 

at the lowest possible level where they can have maximum effect.  It would share power 

more equally with educators, governors and members of the local community such as 

parents, employers, councillors and concerned citizens.  Schools would, for example, 

negotiate with Ofsted and jointly agree the criteria by which they were to be judged.  To 

round out the picture presented by national test results, schools would assemble case 

studies, for instance, of how their policy on safeguarding has protected particular vulnerable 

students; or studies of extra-curricular activities such as foreign exchanges to demonstrate 

the richness, breadth and balance of the curriculum on offer.  Schools and their 

communities would also be entitled to have their response to Ofsted’s findings published 

alongside Ofsted’s report, including their commentary on the quality of the inspection 

process.  In these ways a more equal partnership between inspectors and teachers would be 

established and a school would be able to insist that the complexity of its work be 

adequately taken into account. 

In addition we need to re-establish a more democratic system of national and local 

inspection, where Ofsted inspectors work hand in glove with local authority advisers.  The 

latter have all but disappeared in many local authorities (LAs) because of the consistent 
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hostility of central governments to local government, leaving LAs with responsibilities but 

without powers and resources.  But there needs to be a middle level of control and 

revitalised LAs, working with directly elected school boards, could fill the present vacuum.  

LAs would also be provided with sufficient funds to appoint education advisers, who will 

know their local schools far better than any centrally based inspectors could ever do, and 

who could monitor them more closely and far less expensively.  Local inspectors could also 

help to ensure that no category of school is exempt from inspection and that the local 

context of a school is taken fully into account.  It is deeply undemocratic that private 

schools, whose students continue to dominate entry into the most prestigious universities 

and professions, are not part of the national system of inspection and they should become 

so.  HMIs, with a much broader comprehension of standards across the country, would be 

well placed to counteract any parochial or partial attitudes on the part of the local authority 

advisers.  It was also proposed at the conference that incorporation should be reversed to 

bring all FE colleges back into the control of the LAs, with the latter inspected to ensure that 

all LAs were emulating the performance of the best. 

This plea for more democracy is based on the work of those who have studied intelligent 

accountability and who have concluded that accountability is not possible without trust and 

dialogue between the parties.  We could perhaps learn from the aviation industry where in 

the interests of passenger safety a “just culture” has taken root; where staff are encouraged 

to admit their mistakes; where systems are set up to make it safe and easy for people to ask 

challenging questions and speak out; and where senior managers welcome critical analysis 

and principled dissent. 
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7. OFSTED’S JUDGEMENTS NEED TO BECOME MORE TRUSTWORTHY 

If, as was claimed at the conference, Ofsted believes that inspection is an art practised 

scientifically, albeit by fallible human beings, then the scientific status of its judgements 

must be publicly demonstrated and not just claimed.  Ofsted’s reports would commend 

more trust and respect if they invariably included detailed responses to the following 

questions: 

 What was the size of the sample?  How representative was it?  How many lessons 

were observed and for how long? 

 How reliable are the judgements made? 

 How valid? 

 What are the benign and undesirable effects of the inspection?  For example, are 

teachers more motivated and enthusiastic as a result of inspection? 

The decisions made on the back of Ofsted reports are so far-reaching – some schools 

become exempt from inspection for years and become eligible for the status of a teaching 

school, while others see their senior leadership team and/or the governors removed – that 

their validity and reliability need urgently to be improved.  But how is Ofsted to increase the 

validity of reports which are, in essence, only the contestable value judgements of a few 

individuals assessing a few classes on a few days for a brief period of time?  With Ofsted 

receiving less and less resources so that some lesson observations now last no longer than 

15 minutes, the validity and reliability of Ofsted’s reports are more likely to be lowered than 

raised. 
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What parents want from an Ofsted report is an answer to the reasonable question:  “Is this 

school a safe and effective place to send my child to?”  It is not so easy, however, to get a 

satisfactory reply from current Ofsted reports.  A school, for example, could show 

continuously rising test scores but be an exam factory, where students with special 

educational needs or low attainers are excluded in case they lower the school’s overall 

performance; or where students who wish to develop their talents in music, art or 

technology are denied that opportunity because of the school’s concentration on the 

English Baccalaureate.  Most schools are likely to lie somewhere along the continuum from 

exam factory to learning community and exhibit some of the characteristics of both types of 

organisation.  Hence the repeated plea for complexity to be accorded its full due. 

A way out of this dilemma would be to admit that inspection is not an applied social science, 

but rather an art requiring educational connoisseurship about the making of complex 

judgements, honed by extensive experience, as exemplified by HMI.  It involves 

observations, inferences and value judgements so it can never be definitive since those 

value judgements are in essence contestable.  Hence the need to have a completely 

independent complaints body to adjudicate between competing interpretations which are 

by their very nature subjective and tentative. 

8. SCHOOLS WITH CHALLENGING INTAKES NEED TO BE TREATED MORE FAIRLY 

On this point the research record is clear.  Ofsted does not grade the most disadvantaged 

schools fairly because it does not make sufficient allowance for the circumstances in which 

they operate.  Ofsted’s response is that it must apply the same criteria in a comparable way 

across the country and cannot be seen to accept a culture of lower expectations within 
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schools serving disadvantaged communities.  Further, it has estimated that 25% of such 

schools are judged to have “good” or “outstanding” leadership and management, compared 

with only 10% of schools in more affluent areas.  How much consolation, however, must 

that offer the “good” or “outstanding” heads of those schools if their organisation is still 

labelled “requires improvement”, with all the negative consequences of that label? 

Much more cognisance must be taken of the context within which schools work, where the 

context is viewed not as a neutral backdrop, but as an active force in shaping the 

performance of the school.  Ofsted should pay more attention to a school’s location, history, 

catchment area and intake, including transient populations; its budget, buildings, staffing, 

recruitment and facilities; and external factors such as parental expectations, local 

competitors, local labour markets and local levels of poverty, unemployment, precarious 

employment and violent crime.  The salience of these circumstances will vary from place to 

place but very often a combination of a large number of such factors impinges on the life of 

one school.  What must not be forgotten is the strong research evidence that the variation 

in students’ performance (approximately 80%) is mainly due to their social background 

rather than to the school they attend.  Schools can (and do) make a crucial difference but 

Bernstein’s dictum still stands: “Education cannot compensate for society”.  Apportioning 

these elements their proper influence in the performance of a school would be more just 

than stating the obvious that to work in such a school is a “tougher gig”.  The appointment 

of a link inspector and a college or school nominee, who becomes a full member of the 

inspection team, would encourage a more long-standing relationship between teachers and 

the inspectorate and a more equal partnership. 
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9. MULTIPLE ACADEMY TRUSTS (MATs) SHOULD BE INSPECTED BY OFSTED 

The conference was unanimous in its belief that Ofsted should inspect MATs.  Currently, 

Ofsted does not have the power to inspect them and would have to develop the knowledge 

and skill to do so effectively.  Something more formal is required than the current informal 

review and subsequent qualitative assessment of outcomes.  But given that tens of millions 

of taxpayers’ money are invested in MATs, the case for them to be publicly accountable is 

unanswerable.  Admittedly such a move would add to the burden and cost of inspection, 

but in terms of both equity with other educational institutions and external scrutiny of their 

use of public funds, MATs must be inspected as MATs and not just as individual schools. 

What would be the advantages of increasing Ofsted’s remit in this way?  We could assess, 

for instance, what is the added value that MATs provide.  What vision does the MAT have?  

What are the outcomes that a member of the MAT could not have achieved independently?  

Is the curriculum planned across the Trust?  Does co-operation extend beyond the different 

leadership teams?  The performance of a MAT could be analysed at each of the following 

five levels: 

 What is the impact on individual students, teachers and managers? 

 What is the impact on the organisations that make up the MAT? 

 How committed are member organisations to the goals of the network/Trust? 

 What contribution does the network/Trust make to the life of the local community? 

 How does the MAT help to develop a self-improving system?  What are the 

advantages/disadvantages of a MAT whose constituent members are widely 
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dispersed across different regions, as opposed to one where they are located close 

to one another? 

That final question needs to be applied to the recent spate of mergers of FE colleges.  The 

Newcastle College Group, for instance, has now taken over control of colleges as widely 

dispersed as Kidderminster, Carlisle, Lewisham Southwark and West Lancashire as well as 

Newcastle College, Newcastle Sixth Form College and two training providers.  Added 

together the group comprises 2,500 staff and 45,000 learners spread across 61 locations.  

Attaching one grade to such an empire would be ludicrous.  The risks of failure or 

underperformance of an organisation on such a scale are correspondingly enormous, 

especially as some large MATs have already been wound up and others have been 

prevented from growing any larger.  Ofsted must be given the power to inspect all such 

networks and groupings. 

10. OFSTED NEEDS TO TAKE INTO CONSIDERATION THE IMPACT OF ITS POWER 

Ofsted is becoming aware of its predominance, because it was admitted that “when Ofsted 

tries to nudge something, it very often becomes a shove”.  The conference felt strongly, 

however, that it was not good enough for Ofsted to say: “We just produce our judgements 

and others make decisions based on them”.  Attendees gave examples of the wide-ranging 

effects on a school of the label “requires improvement” (RI), which is, after all, a snapshot 

judgement made over two or three days but which lasts for two to three years.  The intake 

to the school suffers, recruitment of able teachers and school leaders, especially heads, 

becomes more difficult, demoralised staff leave, bids for additional funding are less 

successful and members of staff feel the pain of the long, slow journey of improvement.  
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Labels are sticky and staff internalise them so that they begin to call their school an “RI 

school”.  Such a label becomes more of a sentence than a judgement. 

The argument for respecting complexities, which has been a leitmotiv of this report, is 

strengthened by mentioning the case of a successful maths team working in a school judged 

to be RI.  The team leader, responding to the RI label, put her heart and soul into improving 

over two years the test results for her department.  They turned out to be better than the 

national average, and much better than the results of her regional competitors.  But when 

the school as a whole was again judged to be RI, she felt so demoralised that she left the 

school.  Here is an egregious example of the malign impact of attaching one crude label to a 

whole school. 

It is similarly naïve of Ofsted to argue that schools should not prepare files for their own 

protection or prepare in other ways for inspection.  To make such remarks shows that 

Ofsted does not appreciate the huge significance for a school of its judgement of overall 

effectiveness.  If nothing else, the Framework of Inspection for 2019 needs to abandon its 

grading scale. 

11. INSPECTING A DISINTEGRATING SYSTEM 

Inspections are being conducted within a system that is coming apart under multiple and 

intensifying pressures.  There is no longer a national system of education in England and for 

decades the greatest problem facing educators has been the policies emanating from the 

three main political parties.  Decades of hyperactive policy meddling have resulted in the 

privatisation and fragmentation of the system and incoherent variation in, for instance, the 

seven types of secondary school.  Further pressure comes from uncontrolled competition 
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for student numbers in a shrinking market.  Add to this mix an unreliable, heavy-handed and 

high stakes regime of accountability and is it any wonder that there is a crisis in teacher and 

governor recruitment and retention and that “gaming” is rife in all sectors, including private 

schools? 

These systemic issues are beyond the scope of this report which is concerned primarily with 

trying to transform Ofsted’s current practices.  Clearly, Ofsted cannot be held responsible 

for the political decisions which have led to these crises, but it has a duty to report on their 

impact on the quality of education – a duty it is not at present discharging.  Moreover, 

Ofsted should acknowledge that its current Framework of Inspection is inappropriately 

increasing the workload and stress on teachers and that it needs to be reformed along the 

lines described earlier.  But beyond that, the Education and Inspections Act (2006) lays down 

that the Chief Inspector “has the general duty of keeping the Secretary of State informed 

about the quality of activities within the Chief Inspector’s remit and the standards 

achieved.”  The Act says nothing about Ofsted having a role in judging how well schools 

reflect the government’s intentions, as Ofsted has claimed.   

Ofsted has over the years allowed itself to become the enforcer of the transient policies of 

government, but it should reject that role and instead have the official remit and courage to 

criticise government policy, where it is clearly failing and to commend it where it is 

successful.  When we, the taxpayers, are spending as much as £130 million on a service, we 

should expect the Chief Inspector’s annual report to include a detailed commentary on the 

major successes but also major failures and dangers facing the system such as the crisis in 

teacher numbers, the chronic underfunding, the inequitable national funding formula, the 

privatisation, fragmentation and the incoherence which make planning virtually impossible.  
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Ofsted could begin to address these crises which threaten the very existence of our 

education system by transforming itself and thus offering a model of educational growth 

and self-improvement to that system.  It is in the interest of every student, every teacher, 

every head and every educational organisation that a reformed Ofsted should succeed. 
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